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CREDENTIALS 
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INTRODUCTION 
Credentials (user names and passwords) are a necessary component of network security.  They are how the domain 

authorizes users and allows access to network resources.  While there are other methods to identify authorized users, 

credentials are the most widespread.  The domain controller assumes that anyone providing the correct combination 

of user name and password is the person they claim to be and gains access to the network.  However, because users 

must remember many credentials for many different resources (whether internal or external), they often store these 

credentials on their workstations for convenience, sometimes accidentally, sometimes willingly.   

These stored credentials widen the attack surface. Attackers take 
advantage of these stored credentials by stealing them to gain access to 

the environment.  If they steal the right set of credentials, they can assume 

identities with greater privileges and access.  Identifying and clearing these 

credentials can be a burden, and this is where the Attivo Networks Endpoint 

Detection Net ThreatPath® solution can reduce the attack surface and 

manage credential exposures to limit attackers from exploiting them. 

OVER-PROVISIONED PRIVILEGES  
Convenience and automation drive the need for provisioning standard users with higher privileges. Typical, only a few 

user roles (e.g., administrators, developers) should have a genuine need for “a specific privilege.”  Service accounts, 

temporary accounts, partner accounts, and technology integration accounts often gain additional privileges for a 

particular purpose, and then the domain administrators forget about them. These so-called “shadow admin” accounts 

have undocumented elevated rights that attackers can use to compromise the network. 

User preferences often lead to saving credentials in the application or credentials manager for convenience. 

Meanwhile, intruders can compromise an over-provisioned service account or shadow admin account using publicly 

available kerberoasting scripts. The job of monitoring all these accounts and their corresponding privileges suddenly 

becomes impractical. 

THE THREATPATH SOLUTION  
The Attivo ThreatPath solution continuously monitors for these credential exposures. It keeps tabs on privilege 

exposures and raises alerts if those exposures lead to a critical asset in the enterprise network. The solution 

looks for exposed credentials at an endpoint, correlates it with information from Active Directory to understand the 

associated privileges, computes the hops attackers could make if they compromised these credentials, and draws 

paths from the endpoint to all target machines on a map that visualizes the entire attack surface in the enterprise.

“67% of breaches are 
caused by credential theft.” 

- 2020 Verizon DBIR Report
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The interface allows a user to search for any specific account exposures quickly, as seen below:    

The ThreatPath solution also allows a user to create simple rules that alert when unwanted paths to a critical  
asset get created. Organizations can use the ThreatPath solution to remediate such risks by manually deleting  
the exposures from the central dashboard or configuring it so that the solution does this automatically.
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SH ARED PASSWORDS

IT staff generally use a local administrative account to access endpoints for troubleshooting, installation, or 

maintenance and end up using the same password for local administrative accounts on endpoints across the 

organization. It is not uncommon for users to set the same password for local user accounts on all the endpoints 

that belong to them. Surveys report collaboration – and sometimes policies – as the reason for keeping the same 

passwords. When used across multiple hosts, such passwords create soft targets that advanced threats (and 

attackers) routinely exploit.

The ThreatPath solution can track, check, and alert for local accounts that share a common password. Computers 

with local accounts using the same passwords look like small clusters in ThreatPath, as seen below. 

L ATER AL MOVEMEN T  U S IN G C RITICAL SH AR ES

Users share folders and inadvertently end up sharing system folders (directly or as part of a parent folder) to specific 

Active Directory users or Active Directory groups. It is not unusual to see an entire drive shared by a naïve user for 

the sake of convenience. Any user with relevant permission could rename or replace executables and compromise the 

endpoint from a shared folder. The ThreatPath solution draws a path from the remote endpoint to the endpoint sharing 

the folder to detect and mitigate such risks. The ThreatPath solution can alert and remediate these exposures to 

reduce the risks around such an attack surface.
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ENDPOINT MISC ONFIGU R AT ION S

There are direct exposures (like the ones depicted above) that make it easy for an attacker to move laterally within 

the network. There are also misconfigurations that attackers can exploit easily to move laterally within the environment. 

Some of these exist in enterprise networks for legacy reasons. The ThreatPath solution scans endpoints for such 

misconfigurations and reports them so administrators can remove them to improve hygiene across the environment. 

LIVING OFF THE L A ND AT TAC KS

Generally, Living off the Land (LotL) techniques use tools and or features that are already part of the target 

environment. Attackers have increasingly used LotL techniques in their attacks, and reports suggest they will increase 

as attack and detection techniques advance. From an attacker’s perspective, credentials and privileges are part of the 

strategy to persist in the environment. The ThreatPath solution provides visibility into local accounts, privilege groups 

and accounts, delegated admins, service accounts, and Active Directory configurations so security teams can protect 

against these techniques. 

BRE ACHING THE C LOUD
Users tend to use the Amazon Web Services (AWS) Comand Line Interface (CLI) to store access keys and secret keys 

as part of credential files. From compromised endpoints, attackers can steal these AWS access keys and compromise 

the cloud infrastructure. The ThreatPath solution reports on all persistent AWS keys stored on endpoints and alerts 

and remediates when anyone stores any new AWS keys. 
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ACCOUNT M AN IPU L AT ION

Several Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) actors are known to create new accounts and add them to privileged groups 

or enable delegated admin controls. This is one of the ways an adversary persists in the environment with elevated 

permissions. The ThreatPath solution alerts on such changes and notifies the security teams of any attempts that 

may be part of an adversary trying to persist in the environment.

COVER AGE AC ROSS  THE M ITRE ATT&CK M ATR IX
Convenience and automation drive the need for provisioning standard users with higher privileges. Typical, only a few 

To help build a detection and response strategy from a threat modeling perspective, Attivo offers a guide to the 

MITRE ATT&CK (URL) techniques where the ThreatPath solution improves defenses. 

ID TECHNIQUE NA ME TACTIC HOW THRE ATPATH HELPS

T1078 Valid Accounts Defense Evasion, 
Persistence, Privilege 
Escalation, Initial Access

The solution alerts and remediates any privileged or delegated admin 
account that gets exposed within the environment. Adversaries may 
use these accounts for various Tactics.

T1098 Account Manipulation Credential Access, 
Persistence

The solution alerts in conditions when an account gets added to 
privileged groups (domain or local). It also alerts when any account 
inherits an ACL permission that elevates them as a delegated admin.

T1574 Hijack Execution Flow Persistence, Privilege 
Escalation, Defense 
Evasion

The solution alerts if a misconfiguration exists that adversaries can 
exploit to execute an application other than the intended one.

https://attack.mitre.org/
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ABOUT ATTIVO NETWORKS®
Attivo Networks®, the leader in lateral movement attack detection and privilege escalation prevention, delivers a superior 
defense for countering threat activity. Through cyber deception and other tactics, the Attivo ThreatDefend® Platform offers a 
customer-proven, scalable solution for denying, detecting, and derailing attackers and reducing attack surfaces without relying on 
signatures. The portfolio provides patented innovative defenses at critical points of attack, including at endpoints, in Active 
Directory, in the cloud, and across the entire network by preventing and misdirecting attack activity. Forensics, automated attack 
analysis, and third-party integrations streamline incident response. Deception as a defense strategy continues to grow 
and is an integral part of NIST Special Publications and MITRE® Shield, and its capabilities tightly align to the MITRE ATT&CK® 
Framework. Attivo has won over 130 awards for its technology innovation and leadership.  
www.attivonetworks.com

ID  (CONT.) TECHNIQUE NA ME 
(CONT.)

TACTIC 
(CONT.)

HOW THRE ATPATH HELPS (CON T.)

T1003 OS Credential Dumping Credential Access The solution alerts and remediates any privileged or delegated 
admin account that gets exposed within the environment.

T1555 Credentials from 
Password Store

Credential Access The solution alerts and remediates any specific credential that 
gets exposed within the environment. Adversaries recycle these 
credentials across different systems or accounts to expand access. 

T1558 Steal or Forge  
Kerberos Tickets

Credential Access The solution alerts when a service account gains membership to a 
privileged group. These are easy targets for various Kerberos ticket 
attacks like Silver Ticket, Golden Ticket, or Kerberoasting.

T1083 File and Directory 
Discovery

Discovery The solution protects from adversaries looking to improve their 
follow-on behaviors by alerting on exposed files and directories in 
the environment and remediate them as needed.

T1135 Network Share Discovery Discovery The solution protects from adversaries looking to improve their 
follow-on behaviors by alerting on exposed files and directories in 
the environment and remediate them as needed.

T1069 Permission Groups 
Discovery

Discovery The solution alerts when a domain user gets added to the local 
privileged group on any endpoint.

CONCLUSION 
One can’t possibly imagine the paths a credential might open up, particularly in the context of multiple hops. An exposure 
might not be as valuable to attackers in isolation. Still, when put in the context of associated privileges and used as a 
stepping stone to move on to another asset with higher privileges, exposures allow attackers to go undetected their 
mission to compromise critical assets.

The Attivo ThreatPath solution creates a map of the network as attackers who have made it inside and are gradually moving 
towards the critical assets would see it. The solution is a continuous assessment tool that keeps a check on credentials, 
alerts when they get exposed, and provides the full context of how they contribute to the attack surface. The ThreatPath 
solution can also help remediate or clear most of these exposures from the console with a simple click or automatic action.

https://attivonetworks.com/product/deception-technology/
www.attivonetworks.com

